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INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be an I-dimensional vector space over an arbitrary field F and d 
an arrangement of n hyperplanes H,, . . . . i7,, in V. We always assume that 
n > I > 1. For each i, 1~ id ~1, we fix once and forever aj E V* such that 
ker(cl,) = Hi. The arrangement d is generic if its every I elements intersect 
only at 0 or equivalently every I functionals ai are linearly independent 
in V*. Let S be the symmetric algebra of V* and Der(S) = Der,(S, S) 
the S-module of derivations of S. The following graded S-module was 
introduced by H. Terao [4] and studied in many papers on arrangements: 
D = D(d) = (0 E Der(S) ( f3(ai) E Sa,, i= 1, . . . . n}. 
At the NSF-CBMS conference on “Arrangements of Hyperplanes” in 
1988 the author conjectured that for a generic arrangement with II > 1 we 
have hd, D = 1 - 2. Soon after that L. Rose and H. Terao [2] proved this 
conjecture. Moreover they constructed minimal free resolutions of all 
modules of logarithmic forms with poles along d and used the fact that D 
is isomorphic to one of them. 
The aim of the present paper is to give another somewhat more 
straightforward construction of a minimal free resolution of D. More 
precisely we put Do= D,(d)= (BEDJO =O) and note that D= 
Does MO, where t$, is the Euler derivation defined by &,(a) = CI for every 
CI E V*. Then we construct a minimal free resolution of Do which of course 
has the same length as a minimal free resolution of D. 
The notation introduced above is used throughout the paper. Besides we 
denote by L the intersection lattice of & (including V as the unique mini- 
mal element of L), put Li=(X~L/dimX=i}, and for every XEL put 
cQzx= (Xn HiI X$ Hi}, viewing it as an arrangement in X Also for every 
XEL we put L~‘={YEL~(YcX), L,=(YEL(XC Y>, and a(X)= 
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if” 11, “.’ n> 1 Xc Hi). Let XE Lk for some k and YE Lf- r. Write a(Y) = zi, . . . . ilekfl}, where i,<i,< ... -=~i~-~+~. There is a uniquej such that 
c(X) = CF( Y) - (4). We put 8(X, Y) = j and x(X, Y) = ij- 
All the arrangements considered in the rest of the paper will be generic. 
Note that if d is generic then the same is true about dx for every X E L 
and about every subarrangement of ~4 of cardinality 21. 
1. SEVERAL EXACT SEQUENCES OF LINEAR SPACES 
First we study the complex C,(a) = C, defined as follows. For every k, 
O<k<l, put Ck= Gj,w,,-k X. For every k, 0 < k < 1, X E Lk, and YE Lf- l 
denote by i,, the natural embedding of Y into X. Now define the linear 
map ak: C, + Ck- I (k = 1, . . . . Z- 1) by the matrix (a,,), where a,,=0 if 
Y St X and axr= (- l)“(x,y’ i,, otherwise (XE LI-k+l, YE L,-,). Finally 
put C, = ker al-r, Ci = 0 for i > I or i< 0, and take dl to be the natural 
embedding of C, into Cl- i. 
Clearly the sequence C, = (C,, a,) is a complex. We need a stronger 
statement. 
LEMMA 1.1. The sequence C, is exact. 
ProoJ We use induction on n. The cases n = 1 or I= 2 we leave to the 
reader. If n > I > 2 we consider the two new arrangements d’ = 
W 1, *..> H,_,) and JZZ” = dHn. Then we put C; = C,(&“) and Ca = 
C,(&“‘). The complex C:, is a subcomplex of C, and C,/C;, is naturally 
isomorphic to Ci with grading shifted by 1. The result follows immediately. 
Now we use the complexes C, to define other complexes. For each d > 1 
and XE Ld we put Cc= C,(dae”) and E,= C$‘. More explicitly E, = 
ker( Q YELf y-t QZEL x Z), where the map was described in the construc- 
tion of C,. If XE L1 thin we put E, = X. If X and Y from L are such that 
Y succeeds X then the natural projections of direct sums define a morphism 
by*: Cc -+ Cc of complexes of degree - 1. In particular there are linear 
maps 11/ rx: E, -+ EY which will be used extensively in the rest of the paper. 
If Y rt X then we put 4 rx = 0 which implies $ rx = 0. 
For each d, ldd<Z, put Ed= @ XELd Ex and define the linear map 
I/J~: Ed--+Ed-- by the matrix ((-l)“‘x,y)(I/yx), where XEL~, YeLdel. 
Also put Eo= V and take for $i: El -+ E, the linear map defined by the 
embeddings Xc I/ for XE L, . Finally denote by E,(d) or just by E, the 
sequence (Ed, $J continued by 0 on both sides. 
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Remark 1.2. Lemma 1.1 allows us to compute the dimension of Ed. 
Indeed if XE Ld, 1 < d,< Z, then equating the Euler characteristic of C$’ to 
0 we obtain 
dimE,=dimCf= i (-l)j-’ i=l (n;zd)=(n-:y2) 
(which is a trivial exercise on binomial coefficients). This formula holds for 
XE L1 also (under the usual agreement hat (:) = 1 for every integer m). 
Thus 
for every d= 1, . . . . 1. Note that if IZ > I then Ed # 0 for every d, 0 < d 6 1. 
LEMMA 1.3. The sequence E, is exact. 
Proof. The idea is to include E, in the exact sequence of acyclic com- 
plexes, For every d, 1 d d < I, we define the complex gd by gd = @ XE Ld Cc. 
We also ,define the morphism I$~: gd --f gdP1 of the complexes of degree 
- 1 by the matrix (( - l)E(X,Y) bYX), where XE Ld, YE Ld- 1. Besides we put 
%” = $?I+ i = 0. Clearly Ed = W: and 4d coincides with $d on Ed. The com- 
plexes Vd and the morphisms dd form a two-dimensional diagram of linear 
spaces and linear maps with commutative squares. A typical square of this 
diagram is 
1 1 
0 0 Y-+ 0 0 z 
XEL,-I YELgp XEL,-1 ZEL~~_,,, 
where a space is always 0 if the sum is taken over the empty set. 
Now Lemma 1.1 implies that the rows of the diagram are exact. For 
every k, 1 <k d 1- 1, consider the kth column of the diagram, which 
amounts to q - p = k in the above notation. Changing the order of summa- 
tion we note that this column is the direct sum of the augmented chain 
complexes of a simplex of dimension l- k - 1 with various constant coef- 
ficients. Thus the column is an exact sequence. The Ith column of the 
diagram has only the one non-zero term V’ for q = 1. All that implies that 
the first non-zero column (for q = p) of the diagram augmented by V for 
q = 0 is exact. It suffices to note that the augmented column is equal to E,. 
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Finally we prove the exactness of certain subcomplexes of E,. For 
CJ c { 1, . ..) n>, cr#@, we put L[~]=(YE:LIY~U~,,H~} and &[a]= 
L[a] A Lk. For every k, 1 <k< 1, we define Ek[6] = @ YELktal Ey. We 
put Eo[o] = CieO Hi, i.e., E,,[ { j}] = Hj for every j and &[o] = V for 
) cl> 1. We also put Ek[ a] = 0 for every k. Clearly the spaces Ek[ CT] are 
invariant with respect o the mappings of E, and thus form a subcomplex 
E,,Co] =E,[o](d) of E,. 
LEMMA 1.4. For every cr c ( 1, . . . . n> such that JoiJ ,< 1 the sequence E, [o] 
is exact. 
ProoJ We use induction on /(TI. If 161 = 0 then the result is trivial. If 
I = 2 then E, [CJ] has only two non-zero terms and the exactness for 1~1 < 2 
is obvious. Assume that IdI> 1 and I > 3. Fix Jo CT and put z= c-- (j>. 
Then EJz] and E,[(j)] = E,(d%) are subcomplexes of E,[o] which 
are exact by the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 1.3. Besides 
K&l+EJY~j)l=E&l whence we have the exact sequence of 
complexes 
Note that E,[z] nE,[{j}] = E,[z](dq) and (z( <dim(Hj). Thus this 
sequence is exact also by the inductive hypothesis whence E, [o] is exact. 
2. A MINIMAL FREE RESOLUTION OF D, 
In .this section we define a minimal free resolution 0 -+ Fl- 1 -+ ’ . I -+ 
F2 -+ F, -P Do of the S-module D,. The starting point for that is the exact 
sequence E,(dNR). To simplify notation we put E, = E,(dH”) and use the 
generic name 1.,4~ for the linear map E, -+ Ek- i, k = 1, . . . . Z- 1. It is impor- 
tant to keep in mind that E, is constructed for an arrangement of n - I 
hyperplanes in the (2 - 1)-dimensional space H,. We also put Ei = LF. 
For the beginning we just put Fk = E, 0 S, k = 0, . . . . I- 1. We remark 
that the module F,, = H,, @ S N S’- ’ can be identified with a submodule 
of Der(S) via the unique isomorphism q : Y 0 S + Der(S) satisfying 
~(a 0 l)(a) = a(a) for every a E V and CI 6 V*. Then we define 6, : F, -+ F, as 
the S-linear map generated by 
(~xNwt-,~U,@ n ai, 
X i&o(X) 
where XE L, and a, E X. 
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LEMMA 2.1. The image of 6, coincides with Do. 
Proof. It is clear from definition that 6,(F,) c D,,. To prove the 
equality we use induction on n. 
First assume that n = I and 0 E D,. For every i, 1~ i < n - 1, define ti E S 
by e(oli) = tp, and put Xi = nj,i Hj. Note that X,E&, fix a non-zero 
vector a,EXi, and put 0,=6,(a,@ 1). Finally put e=Cy:i’ (l/gi(ai)) tiei. 
Clearly 6 E 6,(Fi)). On the other hand it is easy to check that @aj) = a(~,) 
for 1 Gj<‘n whence t?=@ 
Now we assume that n > I and I> 2 (the case I= 2 being trivial). Fix 
again 0 ED, and consider the two arrangements of n - 1 hyperplanes each: 
&f’ = &gff’ and d” = {H,, . . . . H,}. Since B(cx,)~S~li the derivation 0 
induces e’~Der(S/Sa,) and clearly 8’ belongs to Do(#). By the inductive 
hypothesis we can find 0r E 6,(F,) such that 8 = 8i mod(Sa,). Since 0” = 
(l/~~)(~-~,)~Do(~“) we can again use the inductive hypothesis and 
deduce that 0” E &(F;), where F;’ and 8; are defined as F1 and 6, for the 
arrangement d”. Since cl,Sl;(Ff) c S,(F,) the result follows. 
Now we define an S-linear map 6,: Fk -+ Fk- r for k > 1 by the matrix 
(a,), where YEE~-~, Z E Lk, and 6 yz = Ic/ yz 0 aXcz, y,. Note that every 
Fk is a free graded S-module and every map hk is homogeneous of a 
positive degree. 
Remark 2.2, As follows immediately from Remark 1.2, for every k we 
have 
In particular if n =I then Fk=O for k> 1 and if II > I then Fk#O for 
k = 1, 2, . . . . 1 - 1. 
In the following theorem the cases n = I and I= 2 are trivial. Thus we 
assume that n > I> 2. 
THEOREM 2.3. The sequence F* = (Fk, 6,) is a minimal resolution of D,. 
Proof. If we prove that F, is a resolution of D, then its minimality will 
follow from a well-known criterion (e.g., see [3, p. 54, Lemma 4.41). Thus 
using Lemma 2.1 it suffices to prove that the sequence 0 --P FI- 1 -+ . . . -+ 
F, -P F0 is exact. For that we want to apply [l, Sect. 6.4, Theorem 151, 
which amounts to checking the folowing conditions: 
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(a} depth,k(S) 2 k for k = 2, . . . . I- 1, where Ik is the smallest deter- 
minantal ideal of ak. 
(b) rank,(b,- r) = rank,(F2- i). 
(c) rank,(b, + r) + rank,(6,) = rank,(Fm) for 1~ 112 <l- 1. 
For the rest of the proof we assume that the field F is algebraically closed 
extending it if necessary. Since every element of S defines a polynomial 
function on I/ we can use evaluation at elements of V. In particular for 
every x E I’ and k > 2 we put 6,(x) = (cr,(,, Q(X) + yz), where YE Eke 1, 
Z E Ek, and consider this matrix as the linear map E, -+ E, _ 1. Besides we 
define S,(X) on XE& by (fIi+,,CXj a,(x)) ix, where i, is the natural embed- 
ding XC H,. We obtain a complex which we denote by F,(x). Note that 
for any choice of bases in the spaces E, the minors of 6,Jx) are evaluations 
at x of the respective minors of 6,. 
Now we specify the choice of X. First assume that x is a generic element 
of V, i.e., x E V- lJ;= I Hi. For each k > 0 we consider the automorphism 
of i?, defined on E, (XE Ek) via multiplication by nigoCXj a,(x). It is easy 
to check that these automorphisms together with the identity map on E0 
define an isomorphism F,(x) -+ ,?, . The existence of such an isomorphism 
implies immediately that rank,(6,) = rankF($J for every k. This equality 
together with Lemma 1.3 implies conditions (b) and (c). 
Second (in order to check condition (a)) take x E I/ such that \ol< I- 1, 
where CT = {i E ( 1, . . . . n-l}j~~(~)=Oj. For every k>O consider the 
automorphism of E, defined on E, (XE e,) via multiplication by 
I-Ii&sun(X) LX,(X). Then the image of the complex F,(x) under these 
automorphisms is a complex which in dimensions >, 1 coincides with the 
complex E, = @ = c Q E;‘*, where the spaces of .&?i are spanned by EY with 
a(Y)no=r. More precisely, if we put Y(r)== nicsv(nj Hi, then E;= 
Zi’$“/E,Y’“‘[a - r]. Note that 1~7 - r\ = IO\- \rI < I- 2 - Ir/ = dim Y(r). 
Thus by Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 the sequence g* is exact. This implies that 
rank,(d,(x))= rankF($k) for k= 2, . . . . I- 1; i.e., x does not belong to the 
zero set of I,. In other words, the zero set of Ik lies in the union of certain 
one-dimensional spaces from L. Applying Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz we 
obtain that every prime ideal containing 1, has I- I distinct a,% in it. This 
implies that depth, S > I - 12 k for 2 <k G I- 1 which completes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If n = I then Do and hence D is a free S-module [43. If 
n>E then hd,D=hdsDO=l--2 [2]. 
This follows from Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.2. 
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